Abstract. The linear space of all the Cesaro continuous functions of any order is extended by introducing pointwisely Cesàro continuous functions and exact generalized Peano derivatives. Then six generalized integrals of Perron type are defined and studied. They are based on three recent monotonicity theorems and each depends on an abstract upper semilinear space of certain functions. Some of the integrals are more general than all the integrals in the Cesàro-Perron scale provided that the abstract semilinear space is taken to be the linear space of all the pointwisely Cesàro continuous functions or all the exact generalized Peano derivatives. That such a concrete general integral is possible follows from the fact proved here that each exact generalized Peano derivative is in Baire class one and has the Darboux property. Relations between the pointwisely Cesàro continuous functions or the exact generalized Peano derivatives and functions defined by means of the values of certain Schwartz's distributions at "points" are also established.
Abstract. The linear space of all the Cesaro continuous functions of any order is extended by introducing pointwisely Cesàro continuous functions and exact generalized Peano derivatives. Then six generalized integrals of Perron type are defined and studied. They are based on three recent monotonicity theorems and each depends on an abstract upper semilinear space of certain functions. Some of the integrals are more general than all the integrals in the Cesàro-Perron scale provided that the abstract semilinear space is taken to be the linear space of all the pointwisely Cesàro continuous functions or all the exact generalized Peano derivatives. That such a concrete general integral is possible follows from the fact proved here that each exact generalized Peano derivative is in Baire class one and has the Darboux property. Relations between the pointwisely Cesàro continuous functions or the exact generalized Peano derivatives and functions defined by means of the values of certain Schwartz's distributions at "points" are also established.
0. Introduction. The integrals in the Cesàro-Perron scale of integration defined by J. C. Burkill [12] have been studied and generalized by many authors. For examples, see [2] , [13] , [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , [28] , [29] , [37] , [39]- [41] , [43] , [44] . Although each integral in the scale has been generalized in many different ways, no single integral among those known concrete generalized integrals is more general than all the integrals in the scale. To obtain such an integral, we are led to consider not only the class of all the functions which are Cesàro continuous of some order, but also the pointwisely Cesàro continuous functions (Definition 1 in §2) and the "generalized" Peano derivatives (Definition 2 in §2). Relations between these two concepts are stated as corollaries after Definition 2. Roughly speaking, a pointwisely Cesàro continuous function is an exact generalized Peano derivative.
In order to use the exact generalized Peano derivatives to define integrals which are more general than all the integrals in the Cesàro-Perron scale, we prove that each exact generalized Peano derivative is in Baire class one and has the Darboux property (Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 in §2). It seems interesting to note that the concept of generalized Peano derivatives is closely related to the concept of the values of Schwartz's distributions at "points" due to Lpjasiewicz in [31] . A distribution on the real line is not a function defined on the real line but is a linear functional defined on the space of test functions. However, the class of all distributions which have values at every point of the real line in Lojasiewicz's sense can be identified with a class of functions defined and finite everywhere on the real line. This class of functions happen to be "just" that of all the exact generalized Peano derivatives (see Theorem 4 and its corollaries in §2).
To develop the theory of integrals, at the beginning of §3 we quote three monotonicity theorems, respectively due to Bruckner [4] , Weil [46] and Lee [29] . Then corresponding to each upper semilinear space uL of certain functions and based on the three monotonicity theorems, six generalized integrals of Perron type, denoted as LPG(A:)-integral for k = 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, are defined and briefly studied.
If the functions in the space uL have the Darboux property, then the linear space of all the functions F which are [/ICG] and such that both F and -F are in uL is then a F*-class as defined by Ellis in [18] . In this case, the LPG(l)-integral here is more general than the resulting F*-integral of descriptive Denjoy type as defined by Ellis [18] . These two integrals are in fact equivalent provided that the space uL is closed under uniform convergences. For these results, see Remark 3, Theorems (6, 1) and (7, 1) .
The LPG(/c)-integral for k = 1, 2, 3 are all related to the "generalized absolutely continuous functions." The only difference in these three integrals is that the differential operators involved are respectively the ordinary approximate dérivâtes for k = 1, the approximate symmetric dérivâtes for k = 2, and the ordinary symmetric dérivâtes for k = 3. Under a minor condition on the space uL, the LPG(l)-and LPG(2)-integrals are equivalent while the LPG(3)-integral is strictly less general than the LPG(l)-integral (see Theorem 8, and Corollary 2 to Theorem 9).
The definitions of the LPG(/c)-integrals for k = 4, 5, 6 are not explicitly related to the "generalized absolutely continuous functions." However, we know that the LPG(4)-integral is somehow related to such functions provided that the space uL is restricted to contain only approximately continuous functions (see Theorem 11, Remarks 5 and 6, Theorem G and its corollary).
Concrete examples of the LPG(/c)-integrals are obtained by taking uL to be one of the spaces discussed in §2. A brief discussion of these concrete integrals are given and listed as (a) to (f). Note that some of the concrete integrals thus obtained are known and some are new. In particular, the LPG(5)-and LPG(6)-integrals seem to be first introduced here even when the space uL is taken to be the space of all continuous functions. Further properties of these two integrals will be studied in a separate paper. It should also be mentioned that if uL is taken to be the space of all the pointwisely Cesàro continuous functions or the exact generalized Peano derivatives, then the resulted LPG(l)-integral is more general than all the integrals in the Cesàro-Perron scale (see the discussion (e)).
As some of the properties of the LPG(&)-integrals.depend on whether the space uL is closed under uniform convergences, the paper ends with a result which shows that the space of all the pointwisely Cesàro continuous functions has this property (Theorem 12).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For convenience, the definitions of the Cesàro-Perron integrals and the exact Peano derivatives are given in §1, where an essential relation between the nth Cesàro continuous functions and the exact «th Peano derivatives is reviewed (Theorem A).
Note that all the functions concerned are (extended-) real-valued functions of a real variable unless it is otherwise stated. Notations used here are chosen to be somewhat explanatory. For terminologies which are not explicitly explained, we refer to the book by Saks [38] and the book by Bruckner [5] .
We end this introduction by remarking that "the .4-integral is more general than the F-integral" means "every function which is F-integrable is also A -integrable to the same value," and "two integrals are equivalent" means "each of the two is more general than the other." The meaning that one integral is strictly more general than the other is then also clear.
1. The Cesàro-Perron integrals and exact Peano derivatives. The integrals in the Cesàro-Perron scale defined by J. C. Burkill ([11] , [12] ) are denoted as C"F-integral for n = 0, 1, 2, ... . The C0F-integral is the classical Perron integral (see Remark 1 below). The CnF-integral for n > 1 is defined inductively as follows:
(A) For a function which is C"_,F-integrable on an interval [a, b], the nth Cesàro mean of F on [a, b], denoted as Cn(F; a, b), is defined to be
where the integral being the C"_, F-integral.
(B) A function F is said to be C" -continuous at a point x if the function F is C"_, F-integrable on a neighborhood of x and is finite at x such that lim C"(F; x,x + h) = F(x). *-*o The one-sided C"-continuities are defined in the obvious manner. If a function F is C" -continuous at every point of a set, we simply say that F is C"-continuous on the set. When the domain of a function is restricted to a compact interval, the C"-continuity (as well as many of the concepts to be considered later on in this paper) of the function at each of the end points of the interval is understood to be one-sided in the usual manner.
(C) For a function F which is finite at the point x and is C"_, F-integrable on a neighborhood of x, the lower nth Cesàro derívate of F at x, denoted as lCnDF(x), is defined to be
The upper nth Cesàro derívate, uCnDF(x), is the lim sup of the same "difference" quotient. If lCnDF(x) = uC"DF(x), the common value, denoted as CnDF(x), is called the nth Cesàro derivative of F at x. If C"DF(x) exists and is finite, the function F is said to be nth Cesàro differentiable at x.
(D) Suppose that/is a function which is defined and finite almost everywhere on a compact interval , the definitions in (B) to (E) make sense even for n = 0. In fact, the C0-continuity is the ordinary continuity, and the C0Z>-derivates and derivatives are the ordinary ones, and the C0F-integral is equivalent to the Perron integral mentioned at the beginning of this section. It should also be noted that the definition of the C" F-integral here is a little different from that originally given by Burkill [12] . But the two definitions are equivalent (cf. [3] ).
Remark 2. The C" ^-integral has been further investigated by many authors. See, for example, [2] , [3] , [7] , [9] , [13] , [17] , [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , [39]- [41] , [44] . It should be pointed out that a defect in [12] has been corrected by Verblunsky in [43] , and another defect in [39] also has been corrected by Verblunsky in [44] . Now, we turn to the notion of Peano derivatives. Let F be a function which is defined and finite in a neighborhood of a point x, and let ¡Fx(x) and uFx(x) denote the lower and upper dérivâtes of F at x, respectively, i.e.
and similarly for uFx(x). If lFx(x) = uFx(x), the common value denoted by Fx(x) is of course the ordinary derivative of F at x and may be finite or infinite. In case Fx(x) is finite, the function F is said to be (1st Peano) differentiable at x. Inductively, for k > 2, assuming that Fx(x), F2(x), . . . , Fk_x(x) exist and are finite, the lower kth Peano derívate of F at x is defined as k\ lFk(x) = lim infhk
and similarly for uFk(x). If lFk(x) = uFk(x), the common value, denoted by Fk(x), is called the kth Peano derivative of F at x. If Fk(x) is finite, the function F is said to be kth Peano differentiable at x.
If the function F is kth Peano differentiable at every point of an interval, then the A:th Peano derivative, Fk, is itself a finite function on the interval, and is called an exact kth Peano derivative on the interval.
If in the definitions of the Peano dérivâtes and derivatives, one replaces the ordinary lim inf and lim sup by the approximate lim inf and lim sup, one has the definitions of approximate Peano dérivâtes and derivatives. Both the exact Peano and exact approximate Peano derivatives share many interesting properties with the ordinary derivatives. For example, such exact derivatives have the Darboux property and are in Baire class one (cf. [35] , [15] , and [1] ). Further interesting properties can be found in [45] , [43] , [27] , [36] , [30] .
As studied by Bergin in [2] (cf. also [28] ), the Cn F-integral can be characterized by directly using Peano dérivâtes. In fact, this can be seen easily from the following Theorem A (cf. [2] or [28] ). For a function M to be Cn-continuous on a compact interval I it is necessary and sufficient that M is an exact nth Peano derivative on I. Furthermore, if M is the exact nth Peano derivative of a function F on I, then lC"DM(x) = lFn+x(x) and uCnDM(x) = uFn+x(x) for all x in I.
The following lemma, to be used later, is essential in the proof of the necessary part of Theorem A. Proof. This follows from the integration by parts formula (see Theorem 5 in [12] ) for the Ck F-integral fox k -n -I,n -2, ... ,3,2,1. exists a nonnegative integer n such that the function is C"-continuous at every point of the interval /. Allowing the number n to depend not only on the function but also on the point of the interval, we consider a pointwise extension of the Cx function as follows: Definition 1. A function defined on the interval / is said to be pointwisely Cesàro continuous on I if for each point x in / there exists a positive integer n (= n(x)) such that the function is C"-continuous at x.
Let us denote by pCx the class of all pointwisely Cesàro continuous functions on /. Then it is clear that pCx is a linear space containing the space Cx. Since the set {n(x): x E 1} in Definition 1 is not necessarily bounded, one concludes that pCx D Cx. Then, by Theorem A in the previous section, a pointwisely Cesàro continuous function is not necessarily an exact Peano derivative. However, the following result shows that it is "almost" an exact Peano derivative. Theorem 1. Let f be a pointwisely Cesàro contiuous function on the interval I. Then for each compact interval J E I there exist a nonnegative integer n and a continuous function F such that the (n + l)th Peano derivative of F exists and is equal to f almost everywhere on J. Furthermore for every x in J there exists a nonnegative integer n(x) > n such that G"(jt)+,(x) exists and is equal to fix), where G is an (n(x) -n)th fold Riemann indefinite integral of the continuous function F on J, (the Oth fold indefinite integral of a continuous function is understood as the continuous function itself plus a constant).
Proof. For each x E I, let n(x) he a nonnegative integer such that the function / is Cn,x)+X-continuous at x. Then for each x E J there exists an interval J(x), open in / and containing the point x, such that the function / is Cn(x)F-integrable on the closure of J(x). Since the interval J is compact, there exists a finite set {xx, x2, . . . , xk} E J such that Uf-i ■/(■*,) 3 J-Then it follows easily from the consistency (see [12] ) of the scale of the Cesàro-Perron integrals that the function is C" f-integrable on J for every integer n which is greater or equal to every n(x,) for /' = 1,2, 3, . . . , k. Let such an n he fixed, and let M he an indefinite C" F-integral of the function/, say
Then (see [12] ) M is C" -continuous on J and furthermore CnDM(x) = fix) for almost all x in J. As M is C"-continuous on J, it follows from Theorem A that there exists a continuous function F such that M is the exact nth Peano derivative of F on J, lC"DM(x) = lFn+x(x) and uC"DMix) = uFn+xix) for all x in J. The last three equalities imply that
for almost all x E J. It should be noted that the function F above is not unique. For convenience, the F is taken as the one given in Lemma 1, which has all the properties stated in the last paragraph. Now, let x E J. Since/is Cn(jc)+, -continuous at x, it is also Cm+1-continuous at x for all integers m > n(x). Thus, if n(x) < n, we see that /is Cn+X -continuous at x, so that it follows from Lemma 1 that fix) = lim Cn+X(f; x,x + h)
where F" = M on J. If n(x) > n then F may not be (n + l)th Peano differentiable at x; but then by Lemma 1 the CB(jc)+1 -continuity of /at x implies that lim Cn(x)+Xif; x, x + h)
G\y) = (C,F) r Gi+Xit)dt for 0 < . < n(x),
•'a and Giy) = G°iy). Then, by the consistency of the scale of the Cesàro-Perron integrals again, we have G"w = M and G"(jc)_" = F on J. Since F is continuous on J, the function G = G° is then just a (n(x) -n)th fold Riemann integral of F on J. The proof is hence completed. Motivated by Theorem A and Theorem 1, we give another "pointwise" extension of Cx functions in the following definition. For convenience, if F is a continuous function on an interval, we will write F~° = F° = F on the interval and for k > 1, F~kix) = fx F~(k~x\t)dt, an indefinite integral of F"(*_1) on the interval. Thus, F~* is a A:th fold Riemann integral of the continuous function F. Definition 2. Let n he a positive integer. A function F is said to be generalized nth Peano differentiable at the point x if the function F is continuous in a neighborhood of x and if there exists a nonnegative integer k such that F~k is in + k)th Peano differentiable at x; in this case the (n + A:)th Peano derivative of F~k at x, denoted as F,"j(x:), is called the generalized nth Peano derivative of F at x. (Note that the number F[n)(x:) is independent of the integer k whenever the function F is generalized «th Peano differentiable at x.) If F[n](x) exists for all x in an interval, the finite function F,n] is said to be an exact generalized nth Peano derivative on the interval.
Let GnPD (= G"PDiI)) be the class of all the exact generalized nth Peano derivatives on /, and denote GPD = \J "°_, G"PD. Then, clearly each of the G"PD fix) = and GPD is a linear space. Furthermore, Theorem 1 gives rise to the following corollaries: Corollary 1. If f is a pointwisely Cesàro continuous function on an interval, then for each compact interval J E I there exist a positive integer n and a continuous function F such that F[n](x) = fix) for all x on J, and for almost all x in J the generalized Peano derivative F,n,(x) is just the ordinary one Fn(x).
Corollary
2. Every pointwisely Cesàro continuous function on a compact interval is an exact generalized Peano derivative there.
We conjecture that neither the converse of Corollary 2 nor the converse of Corollary 1 holds true.
We generalize the fact that each exact Peano derivative is in the class of Baire one and has the Darboux property (cf. Oliver [35] ) with the following results: Theorem 2. Each exact generalized Peano derivative on an interval is in Baire class one.
Theorem 3. Each exact generalized Peano derivative on an interval has the Darboux property there.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let F be a continuous function which is generalized nth Peano differentiable on the interval /. It is required to show that Fr"j is in the class of Baire one on /. To this end, let x0 E I he fixed. There exists a nonnegative integer k = k(x0) such that F~k is (n + k)th Peano differentiable at x0. Writing G = F"*, and
Then one sees that
uniformly for u in any compact interval. Now, let us take <b to be an infinitely differentiable function with compact support and /"^ <¡>it)dt = 1. It follows from (1) that we have 
Therefore Ha(x0) is a continuous function of x0 on /, and hence F[n] is in the class of Baire one on /, completing the proof. The proof of Theorem 2 given above is quite different from that known for the Peano derivative (cf. [31] ), and is closely related to Schwartz's distribution theory [42] . In fact, the proof arises from a study of the interesting paper [31] by Lqjasiewicz, and is given here to show a flavor of the generalized notions involved. We will not give a direct proof of Theorem 3 here. Instead, we will review a little bit about Lojasiewicz's work and indicate that both Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 can be obtained from his work.
A distribution T on the real line is said (see [31] ) to have a value at a point x0 on the real line if the distribution T(ax + x0) converges in the distributional sense as a -» 0, i.e. for each test function <j>, I T, T-7 <t>{-I ) converges as a -> 0.
\ \a\ V « '/
Note that if T(ax + x0) converges in the distributional sense as a -» 0, then the limit is a constant distribution, and this constant is called the value of the distribution at the point x0 and will be denoted as v(T, x0). Lojasiewicz showed that a distribution is uniquely determined by its values provided that they exist everywhere (see Corollary 3 to Theorem 5.2 in [31] ). Among others, he also has established the following results:
Theorem B (Theorem 2.3 in [31] ). For a distribution T to have value, v(T, x0), at x0 it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a function F which is continuous in a neighborhood of x0 and a nonnegative integer n such that the nth distributional derivative of F is equal to the distribution T on the neighborhood of x0 and Fjx)
. vjT,x0) lim -=-. Proof, (i) Necessary condition. Suppose that the finite function / is the exact generalized nth Peano derivative of a continuous function, say F, on F. Then, the nth distributional derivative, denoted by T, of the regular distribution determined by the continuous function F is of finite order (cf. [42] , [34] ). We show that v(T, x) exists and is equal to fix) for all x in F. To this end, let x0 E R he fixed. Since p[n]ixo) = /(•*<))> there exists a nonnegative integer k = A:(x0) such that Gn+k(x0) = f(x0), where G = F'k on F. Define Q by
for all x E R. Then, the (n + k)th distributional derivative of Q is just the distribution T, and
Hence it follows from Theorem B that v( T, x0) = f(x0), completing the proof.
(ii) Sufficient condition. Suppose that F is a distribution of finite order on F such that v(T, x) = fix) for all x E R. Since T is of finite order, there exist (cf. [42] , [34] ) a continuous function F on F and a positive integer n such that T is just the nth distributional derivative of F on F. We want to show that F[nX(x) exists and is equal to/(x) for all x E R. To this end, let x0 E Rhe fixed. Since v(T, x0) = f(x0), by Theorem B there exists a function G continuous in a neighborhood N of x0 and there exists a nonnegative integer m such that the mth distributional derivative of G is equal to T on N and lim °<*> -*g.
The last equation means that the mth Peano derivative of G at x0 exists and is equal to f(x0), i.e. Gm(x0) = f(x0). Now, since the nth distributional derivative of F and the mth distributional derivative of G are equal on N, one concludes that on N one of the functions F and G is a \m -n\th fold integral of the other. If m > n, then Gm(x0) = fix) means that F[n](x0) = f(x0). If m < n then Gm(x0) = f(x0) implies that Fn(x0) = f(x0) by supplying l'Hôpital rule (n -m) times. The proof is hence completed. Should the distribution T be not necessarily of finite order, one has the following: The meanings of uDsFix), DsFix) should be clear. If the lim inf above is replaced by the approximate lim inf, one has the lower approximate symmetric derívate lDs&p Fix), and then uD^ Fix) and D^p Fix), etc. We remark that the condition (3) in Theorem E is a little weaker than the condition "lDsFix) > 0 for all x on /," originally assumed by Weil [45] . That the same conclusion holds under the weaker condition here can be proved by using a standard procedure (cf. [27] ). It would be interesting to know whether Theorem E holds true in case the symmetric derívate IDSF there is replaced by the approximate symmetric derívate ID F.
Theorem F [29, Theorem 1] . For a finite function F to be monotone increasing on a compact interval I it is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions hold:
(1) F is upper closed monotone on I or simply F is uCM on I (i.e. F is monotone increasing on the closure of any open subinterval of I whenever it is so on the open subinterval); (2) F is generalized lower absolutely continuous on I, or simply F is [IACG] on I ii.e. I can be written as a union of count ably many closed sets on each of which the function F is lower isemi-) absolutely continuous); (3) the upper derívate uFx > 0 almost everywhere on I.
As in [29] , a class of functions, say f, is termed an upper (semi-) linear space if the class is closed under linear combinations with nonnegative coefficients, i.e. ?F contains af + ßg whenever /, g are in <F and a, ß are nonnegative constants. "Dually," ff is a lower linear space if -^ = {/: -/ E *%} is an upper linear space. It is clear that a class of functions is a linear space if and only if the class is both an upper and lower linear space. Note that each of the classes Cn, Cw, pCoe, GnPD, GPD is a linear space; the class of all the [IACG] functions is an upper linear space; but neither the class of all uCM functions nor the class of all the Darboux functions which are in Baire class one is a semilinear space (see [5] , where many references on Baire one Darboux functions can be found).
Throughout the rest of the section, let uL he an upper semilinear space of finite functions. Using uL, six generalized Perron integrals, denoted as LPG(A:)-integral for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, are to be defined and discussed. The development of the integrals is based on Theorem F for k = 1, 2, 3, on Theorem D for k = 4, 5, and on Theorem E for k = 6. Thus, for the first three integrals, the space uL is assumed to be contained in the class of all uCM functions; and for the last three integrals, uL is assumed to be contained in the class of all Baire one Darboux functions. (Note that every Darboux function on an interval is uCM there.) Furthermore, for the integrals to be general enough, we also assume that uL contains all continuous functions. A "principle" is that the larger the upper linear space uL is the more general the resulting integrals are. here (cf. [38] , [8] ). It is not true in general that an indefinite LPG(/c)-integral must be in L n Aik). However, it follows from Theorem (5, k) and properties (vi) and (vii) we have the following result. Remark 3. Ellis [18] has defined integrals of descriptive Denjoy type using F-classes. Following his idea, integrals of descriptive Denjoy types can be defined by using the linear space L n Aik) and the "derivative operator" ^ k. It follows from Theorem (6, k) and Theorem (7, k) that integrals obtained in this manner are at most as general as the LPG(/c)-integrals of Perron type considered here (cf. the introduction).
Note that, in general, the LPG(2)-integral is more general than both the LPG(l)-and LPG (3) Proof. This follows from Theorem (7, k) for k = 1, 2, and the fact that each function F in A(l) = A(2) is approximately differentiable almost everywhere on [a, b] and £>ap F(x) = Z)sap F(x) whenever F is approximately differentiable at x. Theorem (9, k) (k = 3, 6 only). Suppose that all the functions in uL are measurable. Then each indefinite LPG(k)-integral F is differentiable (in the ordinary sense) almost everywhere.
Proof. By (vii) one knows that the symmetric derivative DsF(x) exists and is finite for almost all x. Then by Theorem 1 in [32] (for k = 1 there), one concludes that F is differentiable almost everywhere. 
Corollary
2. Suppose that all functions in uL are measurable. Then the LPG(2)-integral is strictly more general than the LPG(3)-integral.
Proof. It is clear from the definition that the LPG(2)-integral is more general than the LPG(3)-integral. To show that it is strictly more general, note that there exists (see [38] ) a continuous function F which is in A(3) but is not differentiable (in the ordinary sense) on a set of positive measures. Then by Theorem (6, k) for k = 1 that the approximate derivative, Z>ap F, of the continuous A (3) function F is LPG(l)-(and hence is LPG(2)-) integrable with F as an indefinite LPG(2)-integral.
If Z)ap F were also LPG(3)-integrable with G as an indefinite LPG(3)-integral, then F and G would differ by at most a constant term, and hence G would not be differentiable (in the ordinary sense) on a set of positive measures, contradicting Theorem (9, 3) .
The following result shows that the lower symmetric dérivâtes in the definition of the LPG(6)-integral can be replaced by the symmetric derivatives. Remark 4. We do not know whether the condition "lDsF(x) > -co for all x" in Theorem E can be weakened to "lDsF(x) > -co for nearly all x." Should the conclusion of Theorem E hold true even under this weaker condition, one could replace the condition (a, 6) by "lDsM(x) > -co for nearly all x," and obtain a modified LPG(6)-integral, and such a modified LPG(6)-integral would have a result like Theorem 10 except that "for all" there should then be replaced by "for nearly all", just as that in the case of the LPG(4)-integral in Theorem 11.
Remark 5. We do not know in general what concrete spaces uL have the property (y). However, if uL is the space of all the approximately continuous functions, then uL has the property (y). This follows easily from Theorem F and the following result, of which a proof is given here to show how the approximate continuity is involved.
Theorem G (cf. [37] ). Let Proof. Let A he the set of all points x in [a, b] such that /£>ap F(x) > -co. Then for each point x E A we can choose a positive integer n such that the set (y|(F(y) -F(x))/(y -x) < -n} has x as a point of dispersion. Hence, denoting by An the set of points x E A such that the inequality 0 < h < 1/n implies both the inequalities |{y|F(y) -F(x) < -n(y -x) and x < y < x + h}\ < h/3,
|{y|F(x) -F(y) < -n(x -y) and x -h < y < x}| < h/3,
we have A = \J ™=x An. Denoting further, for each integer i, by A'n the part of An contained in [i/n, (i + l)/n], we obtain^ = U "-i (U£ _" A'n). Consider now any two points x,, x2 in A'n with x, < x2. Then, by (2) and (3), there exists a pointy0 in [x,, x2] such that the two inequalities hold:
The last inequality is thus established for all pairs of points x,, x2 in A'n with x, < x2, and then it follows at once that the function F is lower (semi-) absolutely continuous on A'n (i.e. F is IAC on A'n). It will next be shown that F is lower (semi-) absolutely continuous on the closure of A'n, which will be denoted as B'n. To this end, let e > 0 be given. Since F is IAC on A'n, we can fix a positive number 8 with 8 < e/24« and such that interval is in B'n but not A'n. Let [t., t-] he such that t, E A'n, t'j E B'n ~ A'n and with t'j a limit point of A'n on the left. There are seven other possibilities. Fix tj3 E A'n with tj < t° < t'j and tí -tf < l/n, and such that for arbitrary ey > 0, the inequality holds \{y\ \F(y) -F\0\ > e, and tf < y < tj}] < (jf -tj)/3.
This is possible because F is approximately continuous at tj. It then follows from (2) and (4) that there exists a point y? in [r°, tj] such that the following two inequalities hold p{yf) -m > <yf -ft
There is a similar result for each of the other seven types of intervals. Hence if e, is chosen to be so small that -82c, > -e/3 we easily see that 2 [Pi*}) -pitj)} > -8«(e/24n) -e/3 -e/3 = -e. Now, we come to discuss some of the concrete integrals and state some of the related problems.
(a) The C"(l)-integral is equivalent to Ellis' GAf"-integral in [16] and hence is more general than Burkill's C"F-integral. That the C"(l)-integral and the GMn-integral are equivalent (cf.
[29]) mainly follows from Theorem (7, 1) and the fact that Ellis' Mn-continuous functions on intervals are just Burkill's C"-continuous functions (cf. [41] ). Note that the space C" is closed under uniform convergences on compact intervals (cf. the proof of Theorem 12 at the end).
(b) The C"(l)-integral and the C"(2)-integral are equivalent by Theorem 8. For n = 0, the C"(3)-integral "stands" between the C"(l)-and the C"F-integral. This is clear by Corollary 1 to Theorem (9, 3) and the descriptive definitions of the C0(l)-integral (i.e. the Denjoy-Khintchine integral in [38] ) and of the CoF-integral (i.e. the Denjoy-Perron integral in [38] ). We do not know whether the C"(3)-integral is more general than the C"F-integral when n > I.
(c) The C" + 1(/<)-integral is more general than the C"(A:)-integral for all values of n. But we do not have this for the An + X(k)-and yln(/<)-integrals (cf. [29] for k = 1). This is one of the reasons that we only consider classes Cx, pCx, GPD, etc., in §2 be seen. The /l0(l)-integral has been defined and studied by Kubota [26] , and many approximately continuous integrals were studied by Ridder even earlier (cf. [37] ).
(e) The classes Cx,pCx and GPD seem to be new in the context of generalized integrals. The GF-D(/<)-integral is more general than the /?C00(A)-integral (by Corollary 2 to Theorem 1 and Definition 2), which in turn is more general than the Cx(k)-integra\. Also we see easily that each of the GPD(l)-,pCx(l)-and C^OHn-tegrals is more general than Ellis GMn-(i.e. C"(l)-) integral and hence is also more general than Burkill's C"F-integral for all values of n. The GFZ)(fc)-integral is more general than the GnPD(k)-integral, which is of course more general than the C"(A:)-integral. How the G"FD(£)-integral is related to the /l"(A:)-integral needs further investigation.
(f) Many integrals of Perron type can be characterized by integrals of descriptive Denjoy type. For examples, Burkill's C"F-integral is equivalent to Sargent's C"Dintegral (see [39] and [44],) and the LPG(/c)-integral is characterized in Theorem (7, k) for k = 1, 2, 3. However, we do not know any similar characterization for the LPG(/c)-integral when k = 4, 5, or 6 even in the simplest case when uL = C0.
Remark 8. In Theorem (7, k), we do not know whether the hypothesis that the space uL be closed under uniform convergences is superfluous. We end this paper by proving that the space pCx is closed under uniform convergences. The same is true for the space Cn, Cx. For other spaces like GnPD, GPD etc., further investigation is required. Proof. Let c be a point in [a, b] . We want to show that/is Cesàro continuous at c. To this end, let e > 0 be fixed but arbitrary. Choose n such that |/"(x) -f(x)\ < e/3 for all x G [a, ¿>].
Note that, as a limit of Baire one functions, / is also measurable. Thus, the above inequality implies that the measurable function fn -f is Lebesgue integrable and hence is QF-integrable on Thus, the function/is Cm-continuous at c.
